SCS - Swing Control

Integrated into the hitch & drive hood, this multi-award winning design doesn’t depend on friction or cradles and is fully independent of your hydraulic system. Patented Swing Control is the most revolutionary pendulum dampening system in the world today.

Its unique design means the faster you move the quicker the drive unit stops. SCS controls the pendulum actions of your auger making your auger easier to operate and control, safer on the work site and greatly improving operator efficiency and effectiveness.

Features:
- Unique independent dampening cylinders control forward/aft and side to side movement
- Compact, low maintenance
- Adjustable levels of dampening
- Increase efficiency
- Increase productivity
- Increase safety
- Swing Control can be retrofitted to most exiting auger drives

Awards:
2003  Civenex Best New Product Award
2003  Australian International Design Award
2003  Australia Powerhouse Museum Selection
2003  Mayors Innovation Award